
Healthcare spending in the United States will reach nearly 
$4 trillion by the end of 2014. Each year, patients and 
taxpayers lose billions to fraud, waste, and abuse (FWA).

Healthcare FWA can take many forms. Some of the most common schemes involve:

ENABLING CONNECTIONS. APPLYING EXPERIENCE. 
IMPROVING OUTCOMES. 
General Dynamics Information Technology helps our clients improve 
care quality for their stakeholders by enabling better ways to connect. 
Applying extensive health and health IT expertise for today’s healthcare 
challenges, we provide innovative solutions that help you analyze 
big health data, enable payment reform, manage population health, 
modernize IT infrastructure and systems, exchange health information 
(HIE), fight healthcare fraud, waste, and abuse. Learn more about our work 
at www.gdit.com/health.
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ABOUT GBC 
Government Business Council (GBC), the research 
arm of Government Executive Media Group, 
is dedicated to advancing the business of 
government through analysis and insight. GBC 
partners with industry to share best practices with 
top government decision-makers, understanding 
the deep value inherent in industry’s experience 
engaging and supporting federal agencies.
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OUTSMARTING HEALTHCARE FRAUD, WASTE & ABUSE

• Estimates of FWA in the government healthcare sector alone range from $60-80 billion

• GAO estimates FWA consumes 10% of Medicare’s total budget

The federal government is cracking down on healthcare FWA …

… but the amount recovered represents only a small fraction of the amount lost

The Healthcare Fraud & Abuse Control Program (HCFAC)  
has recovered $19.2 billion since 2009 using analytics.  
That’s $8.10 for every $1.00 invested in the program.

The Affordable Care Act expands criminal sentencing 
guidelines for healthcare fraud 20–50%

To outsmart increasingly-sophisticated forms of FWA, healthcare organizations will 
need domain expertise and tools to integrate and analyze disparate sources of data:

“Phantom billing” for testing that is 
unnecessary or done without a physician’s request

Billing for services following identity theft  
or stolen electronic health records

“Upcoding,” or billing for more  
expensive supplies or procedures than  
actually ordered or performed 

Fake billing companies that disappear  
after collecting reimbursement payments

Prevent  
fraudulent payments pre-pay 
through predictive modeling 

and rule analysis

Identify  
fraudulent payments post-pay 
by honing in on the most 

suspicious actors

Analyze  
potential cases of FWA  

using cutting-edge  
 analytics tools

Automate  
case management tools  
to simplify performance 
tracking and reporting
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Investigate  
with experts who specialize in monitoring and reviewing suspicious payments, conducting clinical reviews, 

coordinating with law enforcement, and negotiating settlements

http://www.fiercehealthpayer.com/story/healthcare-fraud-alert-7-trends-watch/2013-11-20
http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2013/05/23/how-ideas-from-private-industry-help-combat-medicare-fraud-waste-and-abuse/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/danmunro/2014/02/02/annual-u-s-healthcare-spending-hits-3-8-trillion/
http://oig.hhs.gov/publications/docs/hcfac/FY2013-hcfac.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/share/strengthening-medicare
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